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Abstract. Interoperability in Geographic Information Systems is increasingly getting 
attention within the GIS community. GIS software developers, providers and users are 
looking to interoperability as a silver bullet in a world of closed and proprietary systems. 
However, this technological change is not only a matter of software products but a 
question of sensibility and education of the people that has to implement this change, 
ranging from the software programmer of the product until the specialized end user. The 
broad access to the internet and its availability and immediacy has led to the ETeMII 
project to focus on it as a interesting educational repository. This work illustrates the most 
relevant issues arisen in an extensive search and inventory of GIS interoperability 
educational resources in the Internet. Topics such as classifications, keywords, resource 
types and methodological aspects are revised, whereas search results, resumed and 
analyzed, provide a view of the state of the art. 

1.   Introduction 

The field of Geographical Information Sciences is subject to fast progressive changes above all 
as far as the technical development is concerned. A huge amount of spatial data wants to be interchanged, 
processed and analysed. Unfortunately non-interoperability severely limits the use of the available 
geographical information material at present. Most spatial data is incompatible and often in vendor-
proprietary forms and Geographical Information Systems that can be found in organizations consist of 
isolated equipment without any possibility to interchange of data or tools with further programs or 
institutions.  

 
The term interoperability can be understood in a number of ways. From a technical point of view, 

interoperability in GIS means that software components work with each other to overcome tedious batch 
conversion tasks, import/export obstacles, and distributed resource access barriers imposed by 
heterogeneous processing environments and heterogeneous data ([OGC 1996]).  Aside from the technical 
interoperability more and more new demands are also made on  the description of the semantics of spatial 
data. The semantic Interoperability shall make it possible that the significance and the descriptive content 
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of spatial data becomes understandable for all the different user groups with the objective of facilitating 
the exchange of information. [Kuhn, 1998], [Harvey, 1999] and [Gahegan, 1999] explain this subject in a 
more detailed way. Finally an Institutional Interoperability has to be brought about as well that comprises 
the work flow, consideration of end user dispersion and crossing institutional (national, local, 
organisational) barriers together with legal aspects (ETeMII, 2001; OGIS Project Technical Committee of 
the Open GIS Consortium, Inc, 1996 and Bishr et. al, 1999). One of the great challenges Geographical 
Information Sciences will have to face in the near future is therefore to achieve Interoperability in 
technical as well as in semantic and institutional issues. 

 
For that reason it is very important to gain a fundamental knowledge of the basic and advanced 

subjects of what means and how to achieve Interoperability in GIS. In this article it is attempted to 
elaborate a comprehensive catalogue of educational material covering all the important topics and key 
words related with "Interoperability in GIS". For this overall objective it was very important to gain 
general experience of the working process and to develop a method with a focus on documentation which 
would be applicable in similar projects.  
 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the documentary methodology we have 
pursued. Section 3 concentrates on the most relevant thematic aspects on Interoperability in GIS. The 
obtained results of the work are shown in section 4. In the latter section it is discussed the availability of 
the catalogue as a consultation tool in Internet. Finally this work ends with a conclusions and future 
developments section.  

2.   Documentary methodology 

The search and inventory of educational resources on the Internet regarding  Interoperability in 
GIS concerns a problem which can be solved by means of  documentary processing methods. In order to 
carry out this processing it was made use of a more general documentary model of processing. This 
model has already proved to be a useful instrument in other projects. The application of the model with 
regard to the problem one has dealt with led finally to a model that contains the subsequent phases 
 

1. Search. The objective of this phase is to define what to search (interoperability - GI - educational 
resources), how to search (to establish a strategy of search) and where to search (websites, 
databases, distribution lists). The strategy of searching is further refined into 

a. Search Engines, 
b. Websites of GIS organisations 
c. Clearinghouses (like virtual library) 
d. Querying on specialised distribution lists 
e. Free navigation 

The results of this phase are a "Search Strategy" document.  
2. Inventory and brief description. The objective of this phase is to define resource identifications, 

resource localisations and brief resource descriptions. Every resource should have a unique 
identification key. It is desired that this key also expresses the location resource. The result of 
this phase are inventories and precatalogues of metadata.  

3. Description. The objective of this phase is to obtain a metadata collection with information about 
found resources. The data model is based on the Dublin Core metadata standard. The tools used 
here are computer applications based on the metadata model and information management and 
search utilities. The result from this phase is a database with catalogued metadata. 
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4. Classification. The objective of this phase is to obtain a classified metadata collection. The tool 
being used is the concept map produced in the search phase. The result of this phase are 
classified and catalogued metadata and thematic indexes. 

5. Filtering and quality control. The objective of this phase is to check and improve the quality of 
the metadata and the resources (quality control). The main tools being used are tools for filtering 
the resources. The result of this phase is a list of filtering valorisations and an enhanced version 
of the catalogue. 

6. Report Generation. The objective of this phase is to generate project reports and to transfer the 
products into Word, Excel, HTML and other formats. The tools used here is a set of exporting 
applications. The result of this phase is a final compilation of discovered resources. 

 
 The model presented here is strongly inspired by data processing systems models. This idea is 

not new [Hilera, 98]. However, one of the key ideas of our processing has been to separate clearly the 
exactly documentary processing of the data processing. 

 
The data processing system had only to develop very simple tasks, aiming at developing easily 

the essential documentary processes. The chosen data model keeps closely to the standard of the "Dublin 
Core". A particularity of this model is that it is more extensive than the standard and enables considering 
both Dublin Core information and private information for internal use.  

 
 For the development of a tool, the programmable database management system  Microsoft 

Access was chosen. The fundamental reason for this decision has been that Access permits a quick 
development of simple applications. One has taken into account its great ergonomics when carrying out 
tasks as "drag and drop" showing thereby its high compatibility with other working tools. Furthermore 
Access has made it possible to generate outputs in diverse formats as well as to take advantage of its own 
tools to generate reports. 

3.   Definition of the thematic background for search and classification 

3.1 Key words for "Interoperability in GIS" 

In order to make possible a systematic and complete search for educational material within the field of 
"Interoperability in GIS", a tree of concepts was set up with the support of an intensive literary study 
which compiled in a clearly arranged and hierarchical way all the important key words. (Figure 1).  

 
A number of institutions and organisations play a significant role in getting "Interoperability in 

GIS" to work. First of all, there must be mentioned the Open GIS Consortium. Its documents and 
references have contributed a great deal to the successful compilation of the key words. The most 
important basis for the setting up of this concept map were the Guide "The OpenGIS® Guide - 
Introduction to Interoperable Geoprocessing" edited by K. Buehler and L. McKee ([OGC 1996]) and 
additional publications by [Gardels et al. 1997], [McKee et al. 1999], [Schell et al. 1995], [ Goodchild et 
al 1999] and [Vckovski 1998]. 
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Figure 1: The concept map of key words for "Interoperability in GIS" 

 
 
The structure of this concept map is made up of a main keyword from which several main groups with 

still more subdivisions diverge. 
 
The principal keyword is Interoperability in GIS. The four arms that branch off from this principal 

keyword are "Technical Interoperability",  "Semantic Interoperability",  "Institutional Interoperability", 
"Other aspects of Interoperability". 

 
Under the term "Technical Interoperability" all educational materials shall be compiled which are not 

only supposed to explain the modelling of  geodata and their properties, the services and standardisation 
efforts for a correct access and the transfer and implementation of  geodata, but it is also meant to offer an 
elementary step towards standardizing  geoprocessing functions and algorithms.  

 
A further important group of educational materials within the "Technical Interoperability" for the field 

of  "Computer Science and Systems" was collected to cover up essential aspects like "Distributed Object 
and Computing", "Object Orientation", "Web Technology", and "Databases and DBMS". Webmapping 
Services form an additional significant group within the field of  "Technical Interoperability".  

 
Under the term "Semantic Interoperability" all educational materials are listed which explain the 

fundamentals and the introductory steps towards a common interpretation of the semantics of data, often 
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in connection with gazetteers, libraries and thesauri. This section also includes documents which are 
concerned with the education training about "Information Communities" and the aspects of Ontology. 

 
Educational material with regard to the topic of the "Institutional Interoperability" describes in which 

way institutional and legal barriers should be overcome to make an exchange of geodata even beyond 
bounds of public or private bodies possible.   

 
To the definition "Other Aspects of Interoperability"  belong all remaining key words which are 

regarded as essential  to bring about a comprehensive qualification in the field "Interoperability in GIS", 
but which could not be assigned to the other main parts of the concept map: 

 
• Software Solutions: Solutions of software from companies which have the new standards and 

implementations already integrated into their systems. 
• Projects which speed up a new development and can inform about new ideas and standards. 
• Institutions: Organisations which are concerned with the "Interoperability in GIS" and the elaboration 

of standards. 
• Spatial Coverage: Comprises educational material which centres especially on the development of 

the "Interoperability of GIS" in certain regions. 
• GI-Industry:  Branch - specific documentary and requirements in connection with the 

"Interoperability in GIS" 
• OpenGIS 
• Education: Material which describes especially the situation of  education in the field of  the 

"Interoperability in GIS" 
 
A further keyword called "GIS in Education" which is not connected as an independent branch with 

the principal main word "Interoperability in GIS" of the concept map is selected for summarizing some 
more of the materials as found during the internet search within the scope of the general GIS - 
Qualification. 

 
Each keyword only occurs once. This applies also to the final links of a branch that cannot be repeated 

in another group. In consequence this facilitates a subsequent classification, even if some of the keywords 
in exceptional cases could be assigned to two or more groups of higher importance, dependent, of course, 
on the found educational document. This fact, however, applies to a great extent only to keywords within 
the field of technical interoperability. As an example should be mentioned the "Extensible Markup 
Language" which could be registered in the field of "Transfer Standards" as well as in the field of "Web 
Technology".  

3.2 Resource Types for the "Educational Materials" 

For the searching process the thematic key words were linked up by means of searching engines with 
educational materials in order to influence directly the search for such a material (Tab. 1). Special 
importance was thereby attached to Tutorials, Courses, Guides, Books and Manuals. But other 
documentary materials were also accepted during the selective procedure insofar as they are of use for a 
comprehensive education in the field of the "Interoperability in GIS". To this second group of materials 
can be counted Presentation, WhitePaper, Articles, FAQ and Glossary. The thorough search for suitable 
materials should make it possible on the one hand to find specifications like, for example, the abstract 
specification and a series of implementation specifications of the OpenGIS Consortium and on the other 
hand important projects as well which deal with the wide subject area of the "Interoperability in GIS". 
These fields were provided with names like Specification, Project Page and Project Document.  
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Resource Type Resource Type Resource Type 
Tutorial Presentation Specification 
Course White Paper Project Page 
Guide Article Project Document 
Book Glossary  
Manual FAQ  

Table 1: Resource Types of educational material used for the search 

3.3 Thematic Classification 

Apart from the search purposes, the thematic key words of the concept map "Interoperability in GIS" 
were also employed to classify the found educational materials to achieve a quicker assignment and 
tracing of available materials with regard to specific themes of interoperability. During the classification 
process the total hierarchical path was included in the database under the correspondent field. In this way 
it is possible to see at once which individual document belongs to which superior subject area. 
 

It depends on the complexity and diversity of the different subjects which are described in a specific 
educational resource whether it is to be attributed to a superior or inferior hierarchical group. The 
hierarchical set-up conveys the tree structure of the concept map very clearly (Fig. 1). In case the 
document describes several final links of an identical key word of higher importance only this one is used 
for the classification process. Generally can be said therefore that whenever a single document concerns a 
number of fields out of different subject areas always the next key word of higher importance is used for 
the classification. 

4.   The results  

The discovered educational materials were analysed according to the coverage of two aspects: the 
individual subject areas of the "Interoperability in GIS"; and the different types of educational documents. 
Figure 2 shows in a tabular form the keywords of the concept map and the number of scored hits after the 
accomplished searching process. For each category of higher importance additional accumulated 
frequencies are listed which were made up of the sum of the elements of lesser importance. Altogether 
289 documents within the field "Interoperability in GIS" and 9 in the field "Education in GIS in general" 
were acknowledged as suitable and sensible educational resources after having undergone stages of  
filtering and quality control The results show on the one hand the actual situation of the medium Internet 
as a source of information in connection with the overall topic "Interoperability in GIS" and on the other 
the main issues of recent research activities. 

 
As could be expected most of the materials  were found in the field "Technical Interoperability". The 

overriding progress was obviously made in informatics both in theory and practice. The subjects 
"Semantic Interoperability" and "Other aspects of Interoperability" are still under-represented. 
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Accu m u la ted  F requ ency

S ub jects Alo ne L .4 L . 3 L . 2 L . 1
In teroperab ility in  G IS 20 289

Techn ica l In terope rab ility 1 199

G eoda ta 4 100

D atam ode ls  &  P roperties 0 31

Features 3
C overages 1
Im ages 3
S pa tia l R e fe rence S ys tem 5
Tem pora l R eference  S ys tem 0
M etadata 16
G eom etry  2
Q uality  1

G eoda ta  S erv ices  0 65

S tandards 0
T rans fer S tandards 7

XM L 18
G M L 5

G eoV R M L 1
S V G 2
V R M L 1

M etadata  S tandards  6
C oord ina te  T rans form ation  S erv ices 5
G eodata  Im plem entation  S erv ices 3

S im p le  Features  4
G eodata  C a ta log  S erv ices  13

G eoprocess ing  S erv ices 4 4

C om puter S c ience &  S ys tem s 1 85

D is tribu ted  O bjects  &  C om puting 11 28

C O R B A 12
H TTP 1
R M I 0
C O M  2
D C O M 0
Z 39 .50 2
O LE /C O M 0

W eb Technology 0 17

H TTP  1
H TM L 3
W A P  4
W M L 6
Javascrip t 2
XH TM L 1
D H TM L 0

D atabases  &  D B M S  4 18

S Q L 3
JD B C 5
O D B C  3
S pa tia l D a tabases 3

O b jec t O rienta tion 3 21

P rogram m ing Languages 0
Java 8
C ++ 1
G eoJava 1

O b jec t-O rien ted M odelling 0
U M L 8

W eb M app ing S erv ices 9 9   

A c c u m u la te d  F re q u e n c y
S u b je c ts A lo n e L .4 L . 3 L . 2 L . 1

S e m a n tic  In te ro p e ra b ility 7 1 5

S e m a n tic  S e rv ic e s  0 5

G a z e tte e rs 4

G e o lib ra r ie s 1

T h e s a u ru s 0

G lo s s a r ie s 0

D ic tio n a r ie s 0

In fo rm a tio n  C o m m u n it ie s 1 1

O n to lo g y 2 2

In s t itu t io n a l In te ro p e ra b ility  3 3

O th e r a s p e c ts  o f in te ro p e ra b ility 0 5 2

S o ftw a re  S o lu tio n s 2 1 2

E s ri 5

O ra c le  2

In te rg ra p h  G e o m e d ia 1

S m a llw o r ld 0

M a p In fo  2

B e n t le y 0

L a s e r S c a n 0

P ro je c ts 1 0 1 0

S p a t ia l C o v e ra g e 0 3

E u ro p e  3

W o rld 0

U S A 0

G I-In d u s try 2 1 4

T e le c o m m u n ic a t io n s 0

L o c a tio n B a s e d S e rv ic e s 6

R e m o te  S e n s in g 2

W ire le s s  In d u s try 0

T ra ff ic  1

e -c o m m e rc e 3

C a ta s tra l a n d  C a rto g ra p h ic  S e rv ic e s 0

O p e n G IS 1 1

In s t itu t io n s 0 5

O G C 2

O M G 0

IS O  T C /2 1 1  2

F G D C 1

E d u c a tio n 4 4

S p a t ia l D a ta  In fra s tru c tu re s 0 3

N S D I 2

G S D I 1

E d u c a tio n  in  G IS  in  g e n e ra l 9 9  
Figure 2: Frequency and accumulated frequency of the key words for "Interoperability in GIS" 

 
In addition to the original types of educational materials already adopted for the search further ones 

were added during the search process and are listed with their final number in Table 2. It is worth 
mentioning that the resource type Tutorial is the most numerous and can usually be downloaded from the 
Web. It can be observed that the resources are more likely to be self-educated than educational. This can 
be observed, for example, on the small number of courses in comparison with the number of Tutorials 
and similar resources. 
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Resource Type Count  Resource Type Count
Tutorial 44  White Paper 7 
Specifications 37  Contribution Paper 7 
Presentation 36  Report 7 
Article 35  Project Document 6 
Linkpage 33  Manual 5 
Book 22  Glossary 3 
Examples 17  Beginner Page 3 
Project Page 14  FAQ 1 
Guide 10  Dissertation 1 
Course 9  Code Library 1 

Table 2: Frequency of the different resource types 

5.  Catalogue as tool in Internet 

The search and inventory of resources in Internet gave rise to achieve more than a simple report 
or listing of resources. Initially two possible orientations were considered. The first one consisted in the 
generation of a list or report with the found resources. The other one meant to adopt procedures leading to 
a more thorough organization of the information that had been found. This would mean the possibility of 
a better use and exploitation of the obtained information. 

 

Starting from this second idea, a processing of the gathered information was carried out in line 
with the criteria and standards of documentary processing. In this way the necessity was considered to 
organize the resources in a Catalogue of Resources. For that purpose, a database was generated which is 
compatible with the standard of "Dublin Core" the data of which has been classified in accordance with 
the most relevant concepts of the field "Interoperability in GIS". The result of adopting this perspective 
has been the obtainment of a tool which allows the convenient exploitation of the obtained information. 

 
This new Catalogue of Resources will soon be available in Internet and means that as a result a new 

resource of Interoperability in GIS will be incorporated in addition to the already existing ones in the net. 

6.    Conclusions 

The experience gained in the course of this work has made it possible to acquire and to guarantee the 
"know how" by means of which it was possible to carry out these types of documentary tasks. This 
knowledge will be of great utility for the development of future projects. In this way, independent of the 
actual problem, a reliable methodology for documentary search on the Internet can be applied.  On the 
other hand a classifying hierarchical system (Concept map) of the field "Interoperability in GIS" is now 
available. At the same time one has remarkably increased the knowledge about the available resources in 
Internet of this topic which is reflected in a catalogue of detailed information. Another significant result is 
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the availability of this catalogue of resources as a new contribution in Internet towards "Interoperability 
of Geographic Information Sciences and Systems".  
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